Jason Chin’s *Gravity*
Word Scramble

Match the terms to the scrambled words related to the book.

R E T A H    J C T S B O E    T V G I Y A R    O T A L F    O M O N
U N S    S A M S    R O I T B    R C F E O    T T T R C A A

1. What happens to objects when the gravity goes away in the story?
2. What is the force that causes objects to be attracted to one another?
3. What is the largest thing pulling on the Earth?
4. Another word for things is __________.
5. What is a term that means to draw towards?
6. What is another object (besides the Earth) pulled to the sun?
7. What is the name of our planet?
8. A power to make something move is called __________.
9. What do the Earth and Moon do around the Sun?
10. The matter that makes up an object is known as __________.